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Preface
Thank you for choosing our products!
This manual of generator sets Operation and Maintenance contains information for the correct operation 

and maintenance of your generator set and important safety and installation information, including trouble 

shooting guidelines.

(Hereinafter diesel generator set is referred as genset).

This manual must be kept with the genset at all times.

Most accidents happened in operation, maintenance and repairs, which caused by ignoring the basic

security rules, preventive actions and correct operation. Most accidents can be avoided If operators

recognize all kinds of potential danger before it happens. Operators must notice the potential danger and

be trained to be competent to use tools correctly, avoiding possible risks. The operation, maintenance and 

repairs must only be carried out by authorized and competent personnel.

Before operating, maintaining or fixing the genset, carefully read and fully understand the following

safety regulations and check all local requirements. This will reduce the possibility of personnel injury,

damage to the equipment or improper service.

If any components need to be changed, we recommend to use our own components or those with

same technical regulations. It may cause personal injury and damage to the equipment if non-compliant

components being used.

The information contained in this manual was based on the genset in production at the time of

publication. We reserves the right to update any portion of this information without notice.

The serial number is shown on the nameplate of each genset, which should be kept properly. Please

advise us of this serial number if you are in need of spare parts or assistance from us.

Please contact us if you meet any problem in this manual that is incompletely covered or not mentioned.

We will appreciate it and propose solutions to you in the soonest possible time.
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Safety Precautions
Please read this chapter carefully. It has great importance to your personal safety and the life of the genset.

It provides basic safety precautions which should be taken during the maintenance.

Daily check items
Carefully check the genset and the machine room before starting or
after turning off the genset. This will help you to discover the diesel
fuel, coolant or lubricant leakage and some unusual
circumstances that have occurred or will occur.

Refuel
When refueling, there is risk of fire and explosion.
No smoking & must shut down the genset. Do not overfill the
tank. Firmly tighten the fuel tank filler cap after refueling.

Only use the fuel and lubricant which are recommended
in this manual. Using of inappropriate fuel and Lubricant
may lead to operation problems, even cause the damage
to engine and reduce the genset operation life.

Carbon monoxide poisoning
Only start the genset in a well-ventilated place.
If install the genset in a closed space, please ensure
there is good ventilation, so that exhaust gas generated by
the engine can be discharged from the working area properly.

Operation and maintenance
If you are not sure how to operate the genset, please do not 
operate it. You should contact with our distributor in your 
country or contact with us directly. All the maintenance and 
reparation must be conducted after genset turned off.

Before every starting, please do the routine check.
Checking the genset regularly according to the maintenance
period which is recommended in this manual.

Most of the chemicals, such as antifreeze, anti-rust agents
are harmful to health. So please be especially careful at
the time of using these chemicals.
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It is very dangerous to approach the running genset.
Loose-fitting clothing, hair, fingers or falling tools may be
entangled into the rotating parts of the engine and cause
serious injury. There is risk of electric shock while
approaching the alternator.

You must wear protective gloves when you look for the
leakage section or points. High pressure fuel from
the fuel system will penetrate the skin and cause serious
injury, even septicemia. Hot lubricant can also cause burns.
So, do not start the genset when the lubricating filler cap is open.

There is a risk of being burnt when working on a high-temperature
engine, pay attention to the hot surface.

Do not remove the coolant filler cap before the engine
cooled down. Otherwise, steam or hot coolant may be ejected
and cause burn.

Before checking and repairing electrical system, please
ensure to turn off the genset and cut off the main breaker
power.

The battery contains corrosive electrolyte. While charging
battery or moving batteries, it is necessary to protect the
skin and clothes, and be sure to wear protective glasses
and gloves. If the battery electrolyte is spilled on the skin,
wash immediately with plenty of water and soap; if the
electrolyte is splashed into eyes, rinse immediately with
plenty of water, and go to the hospital right afterwards.

Operation and maintenance records
There is operation and maintenance record form supplied
with the genset. As a running log, each starting, shut down,
the operating parameters of each one hour should be
recorded, each time maintenance and troubleshooting
should be recorded in the appropriate form. The record table
is the most important information for warranty and failure
analysis. In case that you fail to provide true and valid original
records, you will lose the right to claim for warranty.

For unattended genset, the data of each routine inspection
and maintenance should be recorded as well.
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Safety Information

安全信息

■ The safety symbols: There are corresponding safety symbols on the proper location of the genset.

Please identify and understand these safety symbols correctly.

■ Genset transportation and lifting safety

According to the weight stated on the genset nameplate to select the appropriate slings or use
proper lifting vehicles. Overloading lifting or overloading transportation is prohibited.

Two or more than two people when operating the genset is a must. Make sure non-alone
operation.

When llifting height exceeds the height of the operator, the operator should wear a helmet.

Moving the genset while the genset is running is prohibited. Make sure to move the genset after it
have been shut down for quite a long time. Drain fuel when transporting the generator over long
distances or rough terrain.

Before transportation, please ensure that all components of the genset are firmly installed,
access door is locked in place, and the parts which are loose easily during transportation have
already been fixed.

Please be sure to take corresponding rain proof actions when transporting genset.

■ Genset operation and maintenance safety

Please train operator before operating and maintaining the genset. Ensure that the operation and
maintenance are conducted according to operation and maintenance manual. Ensure to use the
correct spare parts for the maintenance.

Install the genset correctly according to operation and maintenance manual. Installation,
maintenance and repairs must be conducted by authorized personnel who have the technical
capability.

Genset parameters are factory-configured. Please do not arbitrarily modify them. The
modification must be done by technical engineers.

Please use gloves for protection when you refilling in antifreeze, replacing the antifreeze, fuel,
lubricant filter or battery.

Before operating and maintaining genset, please read the
regulations and requirements stated in the instructions carefully. The
operating in violation of instructions may cause injury to personnel and
damage to equipment.
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Please wear a helmet and protective footwear when operating on the genset or inside the
canopy.

Please never wear loose clothes, tie, and jewelry during operation. Please use ear defenders
when you operate the genset inside a closed space.

Please make sure to turn off the genset, disconnect battery before maintaining, checking,
changing lubricant, adding coolant, replacing filters, adjusting the belts or tightening the mounting
bolts.

When the protection guard of the alternator and engine fan has been removed, never try to start
the genset, or try to put your hand and head into it.

For preventing splashing scalding, opening the radiator cap when the genset is still running or
before the coolant cool down is prohibited.

Regularly checking if there are any items around may interfere the operation. For ensure a safe
operation environment, please clear them out in a timely manner.

the emergency stop button needs regular check to ensure the proper function of it.

Ensure reliable earth connection.

Non-professional operators are not allowed to disassemble any parts of engine, alternator or
control system.

Never ingest fuel, lubricating oil, antifreeze, electrolyte, and never touch these fluids. Once you
are exposed to these fluids, you should use the water to wash immediately.

The genset should use the output cable witch meet the voltage class standard, the cable end
must be protected.

Make sure to check the bolt connection after a period time of running. And make sure to tighten
them regularly.

After disassembly, please make sure to put the electrical external shield back to the original
location.

■ Extinguishing(Fire Safety)

Prohibit smoking or using naked flames when checking the battery, operating and maintaining the
genset.

Inflammable and explosive materials cannot be stored inside the machine room, silent canopy or
near the genset. Check the fuel/lubricant tube and surrounding of the genset regularly to see if
there is any leakage. When maintaining the genset, ensure that no fuel/lubricant splashed to the
insulation of the canopy. If any splash found, clean it up immediately.

The machine room should be equipped with fire extinguishers. Please check them regularly and
make sure that they are always in good condition.

http://www.iciba.com/extinguishing_and_protection
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Used cotton contaminated with oil which should be cleared up in time, and shall not be stacked
inside or around the genset.

■ Machine room environment

Ensure keep good ventilation in the machine room.

Genset emissions are harmful, and should not be ranked in the machine room. The exhaust
gases need to be discharged to the outside through the exhaust pipe.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Genset power rating

1.1.1 Genset standard power conditions
Genset can output the power rating stated on the name plate under following standard

environmental conditions:
a) Altitude ≤ 1000m;
b) Ambient temperature: ≤ 40 ℃;
c) Relative humidity: ≤ 90%;
If the operating environment of the genset does not conform to the environmental conditions above,
then the output power need to be corrected.
The proposed power correction should be carried out according to the following criteria:
Altitude: Each additional 300m beyond the standard environmental conditions (altitude 1000m),
power decreased by 2%;
Temperature: Each 5 ℃ higher than environmental conditions (temperature 40 ° C), power
decrease 4.0%.

1.1.2 Our genset power rating is in accordance with ISO standard. There are three ways can be used
to presented the power rating.
a) Prime power: Replace the main power grid, provide power to the variable load mode. Overload
of 10% is permitted for 1 hour in every 12 hours operation.

b) Standby Power: Power available at variable load in the event of a main power network failure.
No overload is permitted.

c) Continuous power: Within the predetermined maintenance cycle, under the specified
environmental conditions, the power is delivered for unrestricted running hours.

The power rating on the our genset name plate according below rules:
- 50HZ genset: prime power(kVA) .
- 60HZ genset: standby power(kW).

1.1.3 Power correction
When the genset works under condition which not conform to the 1.2.1 article, then its power

output should be corrected.
P = K1 * K2 * K3 * Pe
• P –The actual output under real working conditions (kW)
• K1-diesel engine correction factor (K1 = 1.0, when continuous working hours is no more than 12h.
K1=0.9 when running hours more than 12h)
• K2-ambient temperature correction factor ; K3-altitude correction factor
• Pe – Genset rating power (kW)
Different brands of engine have their own correction starting point (altitude and temperature),

please refer to the engine and alternator manual or contact with SRP.
The correction is according to the following standard:
Elevation: every 300m higher than the standard condition (1000m), power drop 2%
Temperature: every 5℃ increase from standard environment condition, power drop 4.0%.

1.2 Genset configuration

1.2.1 Genset structure
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There are two types of our gensets, open type and silent type.
The open type genset which below (include) 625kVA come with base fuel tank. For safety, open

type genset above 625kVA comes without base fuel tank.
The silent type genset is open type genset with silent canopy. So, the genset operation noise is

significantly reduced. Silent genset comes with base fuel tank. For genset above 625kva, the silent
canopy is standard container. Optional fuel tank is located inside the container.

Please refer to below drawing for detail.
Graph 1: the open type genset. Graph 2: the silent type genset

Graph 1: the open type genset
1. Control system 2. Alternator 3.Air intake system 4.Engine 5.Exhaust system 6.Radiator 7.Battery

Graph 2: the silent type genset
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1. Silent canopy 2.Control system 3.Base frame 4. Alternator. 5. Engine 6.Battery

7. Exhaust system 8.Radiator

1.2.2 Engine: According the different power range, our gensets adopt with world famous brand
engines, such as Cummins, Perkins, FPT-Iveco, Doosan, Deutz, and Volvo which are powerful with
reliable performance, low emission, low fuel consumption and easy maintenance characteristic.

1.2.3 Alternator: Our gensets adopt world famous self-excitation alternator as well as our own brands
Lisite alternator. They have high steady-state and transient performance, less waveform

distortion, strong overload capability, small radio aggravation, stable operation, low failure rate.

1.2.4 Control system: Our genset adopt high-performance control system, it can achieve more
accurate operational data monitoring, safer and more comprehensive protection system, more
reasonable and more user-friendly operating interface. It also can realize remote control,
man-machine interface control, and can be combined with the user's system and realize
centralized control.

1.2.5 Genset base frame and silent canopy: We focus on providing high level products to customers,
and strive to design the base frame and canopy more reasonable size and achieve the highest
performance. The well designed canopy in line with international trends, reflecting the industry
characteristics. The structure is simple and the disassembly is easy. Silent canopy can be
dissembled as individual shipping items, so as to reduce shipping cost.

1.2.6 Optional devices as following:
 Heating devices which suitable to work in low temperature regions
 External fuel return expansion port
 Convenient AC output plugs
 ATS
 Multi-gensets paralleling system
 Remote communication
 Large capacity external fuel tank and pump

1.3 Name plate

The name plate is located on the side of the genset base frame. It contains following information:
Genset model, serial number, produce date, prime power, frequency, RPM, voltage, phase, power

factor, dimensions, weight etc. As the Graph 3 shown

http://www.iciba.com/self-excitation
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Graph 3: the genset nameplate

Note: The information on the name plate is very important for
maintenance. Please keep it well.
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2 Genset Installation
Correct installation of genset is the foundation of proper operation. In order to meet the operation and

maintenance requirement, we suggest customer to built a machine room for genset, especially for open
type genset,

In addition to meet the requirements for genset normal operation, the room design should also meet
the requirements of the local laws regarding the extinguishing and protection.

2.1 Genset transportation and storage
2.1.1 Genset transportation

In order avoid accidental damage during transportation, please make sure the loading capacity of
the transportation equipment should be 1.2 time of the total weight of the genset and its accessories.
Packaging the genset safely with necessary rainproof, anti-pressure, anti-bumps actions, so as to ensure
that genset will not be damaged during transportation. During transportation, the genset should be fixed
firmly inside coach to avoid the parts loose caused by vibration. Prohibit putting any heavy objects on top
of the genset. During transportation, people are not allowed to stay inside the genset.

While loading or unloading the genset from vehicle, you should use the appropriate load forklift or
lifting equipment to avoid the genset dumping or falling on the ground. When loading or unloading the
genset from the container, you should use suspension locomotive carefully elevate diesel genset or
carefully push or pull the base of the genset with a forklift. When you push the genset, please do not
push genset with forklift rod, you should put a piece of wood or other damping in between. This will
dispersed the pushing strength and avoid damage to genset. When using the lifting equipment to lift
the genset, please use the lifting hole on the base and lifting beams on the open type genset. Please
use the lifting eye on top of silent type genset. In order to avoid the unit falling on the ground and even
loss of balance swaying, the slings should meet the safety requirements, and the carrying capacity of the
forklift fork arm should be greater than the genset weight about 120% to 130%.

Prior to installation, please read carefully the requirements and
safety instructions regarding installation and operation, and ensure safety,
correct installation.

Incorrect lifting and transportation may cause damage to the genset.

It is very dangerous to use the rings on the engine and alternator to
lift the genset. It will cause injury and machine damage.
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2.1.2 Genset storage

In order take full advantage of the warranty period and meet client’s usage requirement, we suggest
that client shall install and commission the genset soonest possible after receiving. Meanwhile, client
should arrange professional technician to responsible for the genset operation and maintenance.

In case the genset have to be stored for a period of time, then the proper storage plan must be
considered accordingly. Long-term storage will cause negative impact on the engine and alternator, and
the proper storage method will minimize the negative impact to the most. So the proper storage is
essential.

The storage of genset should follow some steps, including fully clean the genset, keeping genset in
dry, well ventilation place, add appropriate high quality lubricant, fully drain the water from the radiator
and anti-rust treatment.

Ensure the safety of the storage place to avoid the damage and injury. Storage place should
conform to safety standard and equipped with fire extinguishers.

While long time storage the genset, the coolant may cause the engine cooling system corrosion. In
some low temperature area, coolant may frozen and cause damage to the engine. So, please drain the
coolant completely before the genset storage. In general, it is required to drain the water from radiator,
engine body, water pump (if drain outlet available), Lubricant cooling system (if drain outlet available),
water heater jacket (if drain outlet available) and filter. The drain outlets for each machine may be
different, please refer to the document come with the genset.

To prevent the moisture entering the main coil of alternator, to prevent the condensation reducing
the insulation performance of the alternator and impacting the proper performance of the genset, please
make sure genset is stored in dry condition. It is recommended to adopting some special method such as
heating and dehumidification apparatus device to make sure the main coil dry. For details, please refer
to the document of the alternators.

The battery in the genset is maintenance-free; it should be recharged every 5-8 weeks to avoid the
life time reducing. The battery storage should avoid direct exposure to the sun or rain.
After a period of storage, before the genset put into operation or installation, please check the if

there is any damage, any oxidize of the eclectic system, any loose of the connection parts, Check if the
main coil of the alternator is still dry, if the genset body is clean. Please take necessary action if
needed.

2.2 The machine room layout instructions

It is suggested that all the genset should be installed inside the machine room, so as to make sure that
genset life time and normal operation will not be negative impacted by sun, rain and sand etc.

Graph 4 show the standard installation of genset. The principle of the machine room layout as

Warning: The storage environment should avoid overheat,

undercooling, sun and rain. It is also very important to maintain the proper
humidity.
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following:

1. Ensure the genset kept away from the sun, rain, sand, overheating, undercooling impaction.
2. Ensure the genset running under the proper condition of intake and exhaust and well ventilation.
3. Ensure to minimize the impaction to the environment caused by noise and exhaust produced by
genset.

4. Ensure there is enough space around the genset, so the maintenance can be conducted easily. In
general the space which 1.5M away from genset (around and top) should not install or stack
anything else.

5. Machine room should meet the fire safety requirement. There should be fire extinguisher available.
The genset should keep a safety distance away from the Ignition source.

Graph 4: Standard installation drawing

2.3 Requirement for the installation foundation

Good foundation is the basic requirement for the safety operation of the genset. Genset foundation
must meet the following requirements:

1. The foundation should have sufficient strength. This is to ensure that no base frame deformation will
occur to affect the concentricity of the genset.

2. The foundation should be able to support the weight of the genset and able to absorb the vibration
produce by the running genset.

3. In order to isolate the vibration caused by running genset, there should be shock-absorbing ditch
between foundation of genset and foundation of the other parts of the building.

4. The foundation surface should be as smooth/flat as possible.
5. Please reserve dump slot and sewage sump. This is to ensure that waste water, dirty fuel/lubricant
can flow to the collection tank easily and be collected on a regular base.

Caution: The waste liquid from the genset can not be discharged
without proper treatment.
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6. It is suggested to use concrete installation foundation as genset foundation. When pouring the
concrete foundation, please make sure that the top surface of the concrete should be flat and
without any damage. It is Recommends to use a gradienter or similar instruments when installing
the genset and exhaust system.

7. There is thickness requirement for the foundation, formula is as follows:
H = 1.2 × G / (ρ × W × L)
Where: H = the thickness of the concrete foundation (m)
G = Total weight of genset (kg)
the ρ concrete specific gravity (kg/m3), in general 2402.8 kg/m3
W = the width of foundation (m)
L = the length of foundations (m)

In general, the concrete foundation thickness of 150 ~ 200mm is sufficient for installing genset.
In addition, the ground under the concrete foundation must have sufficient bearing strength to

withstand the total weight of the entire genset and the concrete foundation.
The foundation base length and width can be 100-400mm larger than the genset length and width.
Please refer to below installation foundation diagram (Graph 5):

Graph 5: Genset installation foundation diagram
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2.4 Genset installation precautions
1. The installation of diesel genset should follow the principle of scientific and reasonable. Make sure
well intake and exhaust conditions and prevent dusty, mouse, fire, explosion etc.

2. When installing the exhaust pipe, please make sure that the turbo charge assembly should not bear
the external pressure or lateral stress. Please make sure no any impurities come into the
combustion chamber through the exhaust system.

3. Ensure there is no any fuel/oil leakage and phenomenon leakage in the tubing connections.
4. The outdoor portion of the exhaust pipe should be rainproof.
5. The inner dimension of the exhaust pipe should make sure that the exhaust back charge is no
greater than the data specified on the technique document.

6. Well grounding the genset according to local electric regulation. It is not recommended that genset
share grounding with other equipments.

7. All the external connection of the genset should be flexible connection, such as cable output, fuel
pipe, intake and discharge, exhaust etc. This is to avoid pulling off caused by frequent vibration.

8. Cable slot and oil/fuel ditch slot are recommended to be built during installation. The cable layout
should conform to local electrical standard, and make sure easy maintenance in future.

9. SRP gensets come with high quality anti-vibration system which is mounted between engine,
alternator and base. So, the client does not need to install any anti-vibration device between the
genset and foundation.

2.5 Fuel tank installation
Our genset (equal or less than 500KW) comes with base fuel tank. Our genset (greater than

500KW) without base fuel tank, customer can order optional external fuel tank from us.
1. If the genset is equipped with external fuel tank, it is recommended that the fuel tank to be located in
another room which has certain distance with the genset. But the fuel tank should be seen from the
operation room; the extinguish equipment should be equipped with the genset; There should be
leakage fuel/oil collection equipment on the ground; Ensure good ventilation for the fuel tank room.

2. If the clients build the fuel tank by themselves, please ensure to use stainless steel or steel plate. The
inside of fuel tank should not be painted or galvanized because diesel may occur chemical reaction
and create impurities which may cause genset damage or reduce the fuel quality and combustion
efficiency.

3. If the fuel for genset is supplied directly from an external fuel tank, then the highest fuel level of the
fuel tank should not be more than 0.5m higher than the engine fuel inlet. Otherwise, please install a
middle subsidiary fuel tank.

4. The resistance at the fuel inlet must be lower than the rated value on the genset performance data
when the genset is operating with clean fuel filter. The resistance value is collected on the basis of
50% fuel capacity in the fuel tank.

Caution: please do not start the genset when it is connected the
battery cables or connecting to load.

http://www.iciba.com/lateral_stress
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5. In order to avoid the sediment and water be drawn into the fuel supply tube, the end of fuel supply
tube should be about 50mm higher than the bottom of the genset base fuel tank.

2.6 Exhaust system
The exhaust gas and smoke from the genset should be directly extracted through a correctly designed

and installed exhaust system, without affecting ambient environment and resident’s normal working and life.
At least one appropriate exhaust silencer should be included in the exhaust system. Our gensets are all
equipped with an industrial heavy silencer for client to install.

Please wrap the whole exhaust system in the machine room with adiabatic sound insulation material.
This is to avoid the high temperature in the machine room which may deteriorate the normal operation
environment of genset and injury to the operating personnel. This is also help to reduce mechanical noise
of the exhaust system and the turbo charge system. The terminal of exhaust pipe should be rain-deterrent,
for example, cut a suitable angle or put rain-deterrent hat on the pipe terminal etc.

Please try best to minimize the number of the elbows and shorten the total length of the exhaust pipe.
Otherwise, it will lead to the high exhaust back pressure, excessive power loss, It will even affect the
genset normal operation and shorten machine life. As stated in the genset technique documents, exhaust
system should include the 6m long exhaust pipe, maximum one elbow and one silencer. During the
installation, if the pipe length and number of elbows exceed the specified numbers, please increase the
pipe diameter properly. The increasing of the pipe diameter should be determined by the actual pipe
length and number of elbows.

A flexible bellow must be included in the first part of the duct which is connected with turbo charger
exhaust manifold of the genset. And this bellow come with the genset when deliver to clients. To avoid the
unreasonable installation of exhaust duct, or the additional side stress and pressure on the genset caused
by the relative displacement because of heat effect of exhaust system. all the supporting and suspension
devices for the exhaust duct should be elastic.

Pay attention, if there is more than one set of genset in the one machine room, the exhaust system of
each genset should be independent designed and installed. It is not allowed for different genset to use the
same exhaust duct. This is to avoid unusual shafting created by the different exhaust pressure of each
genset, increasing exhaust back pressure, the back follow in the common duct which will affect the normal
power output or even damage the genset.

2.6.1 Exhaust silencer

Our genset has various options of exhaust silencer as following:
1. Industrialized heavy silencer
It is used in areas which have less strict regulations regarding the noise reduction. It is used
mainly for eliminating high-frequency noise.

2. Residential Silencer
It is used in areas which have strict regulations regarding the noise reduction. It is used mainly for
eliminating medium-frequency and low-frequency noise.

2.6.2 Exhaust duct

Thickness of all exhaust ducts should be no less than 2 mm.It is suggested to use steel duct which
has smaller coefficient of thermal expansion. If it is possible, all the exhaust ducts should be wrapped up
with heat and sound insulation material, especially for those portions inside or outside the machine room
which has the potential of scalding personnel.

http://www.iciba.com/elastic
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2.6.3 Exhaust duct installation

It should be equipped with flexible telescopic jacket if the exhaust duct need to cross the wall,
otherwise the exhaust duct will be lengthened because of expansion and contraction, and it will cause
side stress and pressure, this will affect the stability of exhaust system and increase the abnormal
spoilage to exhaust system and turbo charger system, and even cause the wall cracks after long time
force.

When installing the exhaust duct, it’s better not to give side stress, pressure and lifting force to the
bellow which means keep the bellow under releasing conditions always.

2.6.4 Reduction of exhaust resistance

The waste smoke emissions unhindered flowing can reduce the total exhaust backpressure. Too
much exhaust back pressure will seriously affect the output power of genset and reduce the performance
and service life of the genset

The main factors which cause over exhaust back pressure are as following:
 The diameter of exhaust duct is too small
 Exhaust duct is too long
 Too many elbows in exhaust system
 The inside surface of exhaust duct is too rough
 Too much resistance caused by exhaust silencer
 Over back pressure caused by a sort of critical length
Our gensets are equipped with industrial heavy-duty muffler. The exhaust resistance problem has

been fully considered when designing the genset and its exhaust silencer. So, the maximum exhaust
backpressure data on the genset technical documents have ruled out the negative effects of the
exhaust silencer. You can ignore the emissions resistance caused by the exhaust silencer at the time of
exhausting system design and installation.

Too long exhaust duct, too much elbows, rough inner surface will cause high exhaust back pressure.
So it requires a corresponding increase of inner diameter of the exhaust duct. Different gensets have the
different maximum allowable values. In case owning to the limitation of actual installation condition, too
long duct and too much elbow are unable to be avoided, and then please consult us when designing
the exhaust system.

2.7 Machine room ventilation system
Genset room ventilation system has direct and important influence on the output power, fuel

consumption, heat emissions and service life of diesel genset.
When our series diesel gensets running, the fresh air will be absorbed into combustor, then the air

and fuel will mix and fire in the combustor, driving the gensets continuous running.Meanwhile a large
quantity of heat generated must be immediately sent out from gensets, so a great amount of fresh air is
consumed. Therefore, not only genset itself have good circulating water cooling or fuel cooling system but
also the cooling and ventilation system of the genset room are very important. So we must assure that
there is enough fresh air flowing in the gensets for replenishing the consumed air for firing in the combustor,
and send out large quantity of heat generated and make sure the temperature of machine room is close to
the normal temperature of environment, and the temperature of genset can be maintained in a reasonable
range.
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When the machine room condition restrict the net area of inlet and outlet of air , we must consider to
use the forcing method for air intake and out, so as to make sure enough air for firing and cooling for the
gensets.

In buildings, the air vents usually equipped with jalousie window and metal protective mesh curtain,
when calculating the measurement of air inlet, the invalid area occupied by jalousie and metal curtain must
be considered.

In winter, when the genset is used for standby, it is operated occasionally, most time it is in standby
shutdown state. In this case, to avoid effecting the normal start-up capability of the genset or icing the
cooling water and damaging the genset, the genset room should always be at proper temperature. So, it
requires that all the air vents in the room should be adjustable, they can be automatically or manually
closed when gensets are shutdown. Meantime, we suggest that it is better to install water heater jacket and
keeping it in a normal working condition always.

2.7.1 Air Inlet

Air inlet should be located in a proper position with low dust concentration and ensure that no
sundries nearby. If the condition permits, it is recommended that customers install the inlet inclined upper
part close to the genset control panel side, and setting up a jalousie window and metal protective mesh
curtain to avoid the entry of sundries and to ensure the normal air cross-ventilation. In order to prevent
the backflow of hot air, the genset air inlet should be as far as possible from the exhaust outlet, and make
the air direct flow inside. The air inlet also should be protected from rain and other sundries coming in.

For conventional closed-cycle water –cooled diesel genset, the minimum net area of the air inlet must
not be less than 2 times of the effective area of the genset’s radiator core.If the area of air inlet is too
small, the actual volume of air into the genset will be too little, leading to the too high engine body
temperature.So the normal operation of genset will be effected, and the out-put power, the maintenance
cycle and the service life of genset will be decreased.

2.7.2 Exhaust Outlet

When the jalousie window and metal protective net curtain are installed for the exhaust outlet, it
should be ensured that the net area of exhausted outlet must be not less 1.4times than the effective area
of the radiator core. The central location of air vents should be consistent with the genset radiator core
central position. The aspect ratio of exhaust outlet and radiator core should be as same as possible. In
order to prevent backflow hot air and mechanical vibration radiate outward, it is suggested to install
elastic damping horn guide wind tank between radiator and exhaust outlet.

2.7.3 Air Circulation

Good ventilation system of genset room must ensure that there is enough air flowing in and out, as
well as freely circulates in the genset room. Therefore, the genset room should be large enough to
ensure the balance of the room temperature and the smooth circulation of the air. If there is no other
limitation of the special installation conditions, the ventilation system normally should be the type of
straight- in and out. And absolutely we must avoid the exhausted hot air getting through the genset room
air inlet into the genset room again.

http://www.iciba.com/sundries
http://www.iciba.com/sundries
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2.8 Earth wire
The term point of earth wire is at the end of base frame (close to alternator), which should be wired to right
position. Ground rod or grounding pad can be used for those working site where there is no proper earth
point, the grounding effect depends on the soil, and should listen to advices of local experts. Earthing
system is vital, it can prevent damage caused by power failure and abuse of power. The neutral line of the
genset and other device must be connected to ground wire.

The responsibility of customers is to request their electrician to make sure grounding works well.
Maintenance of grounding system should be done strictly conform to operation manual.

We and our agents shall not be responsible for any accident caused by non-grounding or grounding
failure.

2.9 Noise reduction
Diesel genset is an extremely complicate and intense noise source. During the operation of genset,

mechanical shock like cylinder liner and pistons, valve and gear engagement make noise, fans and air
intake and exhaust system, pressurization system and some components of the genset will make loud
noise with wide frequency band. In addition, vibration of genset caused by dynamic force also radiate
noise.

The intensity and frequency of noise generated by different components is quite different from each
other, thus it is very difficult to reduce the noise pollution. However, in order to meet requirements of
environment protection bureau and not to cause noise and exhaust pollution to surroundings or influence
the normal life of the residents, it is essential to reduce the noise level of genset that under operating.

The genset usually generates noise level 105-110dB(A) without necessary noise reduction actions. 
In general, noise level will grow slightly along with the increasing of load when operating, it will 
damage human’s audition if he/she continuously stay in condition which noise level exceed 85dB(A). 
Therefore, noise reduction becomes very important in most genset installations. There are various 
methods to reduce the noise, for example, exhaust silencer can reduce the noise level of diesel 
engine. Different grade exhaust silencer has the difference performance. Generally speaking, there 
are industrial type and residential type silencer. Each genset from us is equipped with heavy duty 
industrial exhaust silencer.

In order to minimize the noise pollution, special measures should be adopted at the beginning of
installation, especially in the regions that more strict on noise control.

Install proper silencer at the air inlet and outlet of genset , install residential exhaust silencer with
better dedusting & noise reduction function, affix sound attenuation cotton onto walls and ceilings, exhaust
the waste gas as high as possible, and eliminate nitride, sulfide through chemical reaction and filter out
dust are useful ways to eliminate noise and reduce the pollution.

Please see as below one of the most popular noise reduction installation method（Graph 4） . It is
equipped with special noise attenuation device at the inlet & outlet of machine room and secondary
residential silencer in the exhaust system, not only achieve satisfactory noise reduction, but also to make
sure that it don’t increase air exhaust and exhaust back pressure, so that it can protect the genset from
damage or power de-rating.

The factor of minimum air intake and exhaust out and exhaust back pressure can not exceed the
reference date should be taken into consideration in designing and construction of noise reduction system,
otherwise, it will seriously affect output power, increase temperature of the genset, bring frequent failure,
and even shorten service life of the genset.
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Graph 4： The most popular noise reduction installation method

The abovementioned noise reduction method is generated from long time experiences and combined
with the inherent performance and character of genset, so it is prior recommended when constructing noise
reduction system of machine room.

Meanwhile, manufacturers also specially design and produce soundproof type genset for option, i.e.
install a special canopy to cover the whole genset. It will meet some of customers requirements with noise
level 75dB(A) that stipulated by ISO14000 without any extra noise attenuation process.

You can turn to local agent or dealer for detailed information about air inlet & outlet, exhaust back
pressure, dimension of noise attenuation materials and installation precaution etc.
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3 Genset Operations
3.1 General Instructions

Because of all major components and accessories of our series diesel genset are from the
world-renowned manufacturers, and the O.E.M manufacturer has rich assembling experience, advanced
production technology and strict testing process before delivery, if the user is in full accordance with
requirements in this operation manual, our series diesel genset can ensure the long term normal use.

Our series diesel genset are equipped with an advanced electrical control system, mainly with the
following types: DSE3110 control system, DSE7320 auto control system and DSE8610 intelligent parallel
monitoring system. With these systems, users can operate the diesel genset manually、automatically or
monitoring. They all have auto fault alarm and protection functions. That is when the running genset has
failure, The control system will automatically send out warning signals and even shut down to ensure the
genset works under normal condition at any time and immediately take relevant treatment.

3.2 Start the genset

The following steps particularly present the preparation works, initial start/stop and normal start/stop.

3.2.1 Preparation before starting

1. Overall inspection

Important!
Turn off switches on control panel before inspection.
 Re-clean and inspect the genset room, ensure there is

no inflammable and explosive material is around and
ensure there is smooth air in and out.

 Complete inspection to ensure correct, reliable and
non-aging phenomenon with the electrical and control part.

Dangerous!
Do not short circuit output electrode of the battery.
 Check the reliability of the fasteners and throttling

system to ensure all the operating mechanisms are
flexible, portable and reliable. Inspect belts of
Water pump, battery charger and fan are in pretention
condition.

 Clean the surface of the genset, ensure no leakage of
cooling liquid, fuel and engine oil.

2. Inspect engine oil level
Inspect and ensure the engine oil level is between the
highest and lowest level, and it is better closing to but
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not exceeding the highest level.

3. Inspect fuel level
 Check the diesel in the fuel tank, refuel it if necessary.

Warning! Not to infuse unfiltered fuel into the engine.
 Check and ensure there is no air in the fuel oil loop. If there is,

unscrew the bleed screw of the fuel filter, use manual
pump pumping the fuel to the bleed screw and
injecting, tighten the bleed screw at last.

4. Coolant level
It is better be 5cm under the covering cap to ensure
no blocking in the external of the radiator.

5. Inspecting air filter
Check the indicator of air filter. Replace the air filter if
the indicator is red.

Important!
Running the engine without air filter is prohibited.

6. Inspect electric quantity of the battery.
Should recharge to full condition if it can’t reach starting
requirements.

Important! Only use the fuel and engine

oil recommended in this manual.

3.2.2 Start the genset
The following steps can be used to debug/initial start the diesel genset which is equipped with

DSE3110 control panel, or the initial start after a period of time’s breakdown of the genset failure.
Regarding the details of DSE3110 and other control systems, please refer to the next section 
of “Control Module Operation Guide”, or consult us.

1. Starting genset
 Finish all the inspection work before starting.
 Connect the battery to the genset, first with positive pole, then with negative pole
 Start diesel genset

…Then press start
button to start the
engine.

First press
Stop/Reset
….
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Warning! Load connection and operation should be conducted by qualified and

experienced technicians

Important! Start up with load is prohibited
If the genset can’t be started normally the first time, then it will try to auto start every 10 seconds.

If it still can’t achieve normal start after 3 times’ consecutive start, the genset start failed. The genset
should be stopped to check the reason for starting failure, or refer to the “Engine Operation
Instruction” for getting more information. Before starting the diesel genset again, make sure the
failure has been excluded.

2. Genset operation
 Check the unnormal noise or vibration of the genset
 Check if there is leakage problem for the three liquid

( coolant, fuel and oil) & air exhaust system.
 Check if there is any unusual indication for the meter

of control system, especially high water temperature
or low oil pressure, the oil pressure should be in normal
condition after normal start the genset for 10 seconds.

 Check the output voltage and frequency from the control panel. Because genset has been well
adjusted in factory, the output voltage of the genset should be in normal range. For genset with
mechanical speed governor, the frequency should be close to 52Hz under no-load condition; For
genset with electronic speed governor or ECM speed governor, the frequency should be close to
50Hz under no-load condition.

 Adjustment should be conducted by a qualified electrician or technician, the output voltage of the
alternator can be adjusted by a potentiometer in the AVR which is in the terminal box of the
alternator. For details, please refer to “Alternator installation and maintenance manual”.

 When using phase checker to inspect the phase, pay attention to connect the phase meter to
one side of the circuit breaker. The checking should be done by qualified technicians.

 Every starting, stopping or one hour running, record the operating parameter of the genset one
time.

 Only after making sure that the electrical equipment allows with the power supply from the
genset, under the supervision of the distribution personnel, then the circuit breaker closing or
ATS end distribution operation can be done.

 Load of genset can not exceeding the rated value.

Cautious! Running continuously under no-load condition

For over half an hour or below 30% load is

prohibited. This is to avoid the leakage of lube oil.

Danger! No dismantling any components of the

genset when it is running.
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Danger! Do not stretch hands to the area under

fan cover or any place which has relative

motion.

Warning! Don’t attempt to touch the surface

of exhaust pipe, turbo charger, high

temperature coolant or heater since

there are possibilities of scalding people.

3.3 Stop the genset
3.3.1 Stop the Genset

Important! Without exceptional circumstance, the genset should not be running for about

5min without any load before stopping.

3.3.2 Emergent stop

Emergent stop the genset with anyone of the following
problem:
 Low engine oil pressure, failure light is red;
 High temperature with cooling water, failure light is red
 When genset rotate speed over 1650rpm (namely

frequency meter indicates over 55Hz)
 When the genset has sharp and unusual knocking

noise;
 When parts damaged, and may cause damage to any

Select Stop/Reset
Button to stop the
genset.
is stopped.
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component of the genset.

 When the moving parts such as cylinder, piston, bearing bush or governor is stuck;
 When the output voltage is over the full-scale reading in the meter;
 When the fire, leakage of electricity or other natural hazard may happen or it is dangerous for the

genset and operation staff.
At this moment, press the emergency stop button, which will switch off genset and disconnect all

load from genset. At the meantime, the red “emergency stop” indicator lights. The button should be
again rotated out to relieve alarm signal.

When the genset is running normally or in the process of supplying power for the equipment, it is
suggested that do not press “Emergency stop” button if there is no special emergency happens.

3.3.3 After stop

 Check if there is leakage of engine or genset room;
 Shut down fuel valve
 If the genset needs to stop using for a period, turn off the main control panel power switch.
 Release all the fuel and cooling water, and regularly charge the battery in accordance with the

maintenance rule.
 When the ambient temperature is below 5℃,after the genset stops, it must take antifreeze

measures to avoid the body and the water tank been frost and cracked.

3.4 Start genset under cold environment

Preparation works must be done when the genset is started in cold environment. Using winter fuel
which is applicable to local temperature (qualified brand). This will decrease the danger of emerging
waxiness sediment in fuel injection system. When the ambient temperature is extremely low, we suggest
using fuel heater which heats the coolant of the engine.

Important! Ensure to fill antifreeze to the cooling system.

Battery must be in good condition. Low temperature may reduce battery capacity. The larger capacity
battery should be considered base on actual situation.
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4 Control Module Operation Guide
4.1 DSE3110 control system
4.1.1 DSE3110 Control panel

The following sections explain the function and meaning of the various buttons on the module.

4.1.2 Description of DSE3110 control

 The DSE3110 can be utilised as a Manual or Auto Start Module for single generating set
applications and forms part of DSE's next generation of control modules. The module has been
designed to work with electronic and non-electronic engines providing advanced engine monitoring
and protection features.

 The DSE3110 includes a back-lit LCD display which clearly shows the status of the engine at all
times. The module monitors engine speed, frequency, voltage and run hours and also displays the
warning and shutdown status of the engine.

4.1.3 Start the engine

Main status display

Common Alarm
indicator

Start engine

Select Auto modeSelect Stop mode

Navigation
buttons

…Then press start
button to start the
genset

First press
Stop/Reset
….
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4.1.4 Stop the engine

4.1.5 Viewing the instruments
The user can switch display the different pages of information by repeatedly operating the scroll

button . Once selected, the page will remain on the LCD display until the user selects a different

page or after an extended period of inactivity, the module will revert to the status display.

When scrolling manually, the display will automatically return to the status page if no buttons are
pressed for the duration of the configurable LCD Page Timer.

If an alarm becomes active while viewing the status page, the display shows the Alarms page to
draw the operator’s attention to the alarming circumstance.

Page order

4.1.6 Automatic mode of operation

Activate auto mode by pressing the pushbutton. The icon is displayed to indicate.

Engine Speed

Generator Volts

Generator Frequency

Engine Run Time

Battery Volts

Press Stop/Reset
Button to switch off the
genset
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Generator sets are under auto standby status. Now the external signals (resistive contact signal) enter
effective, generator sets start automatic. When the internal signals disconcert, Genset cooling and shut
down, time is 60s(cooing time can self- set up ). If the user find that the genset is working abnormally,

press to shut down/reset key to close.

Auto Mode operation if no alarms. Auto mode will allow the generator to operate fully automatically,

starting and stopping as required with non-user intervention.

4.1.7 DSE3110 accessing the front panel configuration editor
Ensure the engine is at rest and the module is in STOP mode by pressing the

Stop/Reset button.

Press the Stop/Reset and Down buttons simultaneously.

The configuration icon is displayed on the screen, along with the first configurable

parameter.

Editing a parameter

Press to select the required ‘page’ as detailed in the configuration tables.

Press (+) to select the next parameter or (-) to select the previous parameter within
the current page.

When viewing the parameter to be changed, press the button. The value begins to flash.

Press (+) or (-) to adjust the value to the required setting.

Press the save the current value, the value ceases flashing.

Press and hold the button to exit the editor, the configuration icon will disappear
from the display.

4.1.8 DSE3110 detailed in the configuration tables:

CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS MODULE (Page 1)
101 Contrast 000 (%)
102 RESERVED
103 RESERVED
104 Lamp test at startup On (1), Off (0)
105 Power save mode enable On (1), Off (0)
106 Protected start enable On (1), Off (0)
107 Power up into Auto mode On (1), Off (0)
108 Oil Pressure in PSI On (1), Off (0)
109 Display Volts in Ph-Ph On (1), Off (0)
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CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS TIMERS (Page 5)
501 Remote Start Delay 0:00
502 Preheating timer 0:00
503/4 RESERVED
505 Smoke limiting 0:00
506 Smoke limiting off 0:00
507 RESERVED
508 Warm up time 0:00
509 Return Delay 0:00
510 Cooling time 0:00
511 ETS Solenoid Hold 0:00

511-514 RESERVED
515 Breaker trip pulse 0:00
516 Breaker close pulse 0:00

CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS GENERATOR (Page 6)
601 Alternator Fitted On (1), Off (0)
602 Alternator Poles 0

603-604 RESERVED
605 Under Voltage trip enabled On (1), Off (0)
606 Under Voltage trip level 0 V
607 Loading Voltage 0 V
608 Over Voltage trip level 0 V
609 Under frequency trip enabled On (1), Off (0)
610 Under frequency trip level 0.0 Hz
611 Loading frequency 0.0 Hz
612 Nominal frequency 0.0 Hz
613 Over frequency trip enabled On (1), Off (0)
614 Over frequency trip level 0.0 Hz
615 AC System 0-4
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4.2 DSE7320 Control system
4.2.1 DSE7320 Control panel

The following sections explain the function and meaning of the various controls on the module.

Main status and
instrumentation display

Select Stop mode

Four configurable LEDs

Transfer to mains
(manual mode
only)
）

Start engine
(when in
manual mode )

Mute alarm/
Lamp testSelect Atuo mode

Select Test on
load modeSelect Manual mode

Transfer to mains
(manual mode only)

Display Scroll
Buttons Up/Down

Display Scroll
Buttons Left/Right

Accept button

Close Mains LED
On When The Mains
Is Required TO BE On
Load

Close Mains LED
On When The Generator
Is Required TO BE On
Load

Generator
Available LED
On when the
mains is within
limits and able to
take load

Mains Available
LED
On when the
mains is within
limits and able
to take load
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4.2.2 Description of DSE7320 control

 The DSE7320 is control panel for single gen-set applications. The panel has been developed from
the DSE5320 and incorporates a number of advanced features to meet the most demanding
on-site applications.



 The DSE7320 is an Auto Mains (Utility) Failure Control panel. The panel has been designed to start
and stop diesel and gas generating sets that include electronic and non-electronic engines. The
DSE7320 includes the additional capability of being able to monitor a mains (utility) supply.



 The DSE7320 is simple to operate and feature a user friendly menu layout for improved clarity.
Enhanced features include a real time clock for improved event and performance monitoring, the
ability to display any language on screen and a 132 x 64 pixel LCD display.

4.2.3 Start the engine

、

4.2.4 Stop the engine

First, select
manual
mode…

…then press the
Start button to start
the engine

Select Stop/Reset
Button to stop the
genset
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4.2.5 Viewing the instruments
The different pages of information is rolled displayed on LCD screen by repeatedly operating the

next page button.

Once selected the page will remain on the LCD display until the user selects a different page or

after an extended period of inactivity, the module will revert to the status display.

If no buttons are pressed upon entering an instrumentation page, the instruments will be

displayed automatically subject to the setting of the Scroll Delay.

Alternatively, to scroll manually through all instruments on the currently selected page, press the

scroll or buttons. The ‘autoscroll’ is disabled.

To re-enable ‘autoscroll’ press the or buttons to scroll to the ‘title’ of the

instrumentation page (ie Engine). When scrolling manually, the display will automatically return to the

Status page if no buttons are pressed for the duration of the configurable LCD Page Timer.

If an alarm becomes active while viewing the status page, the display shows the Alarms page to

draw the operator’s attention to the alarm condition.

Page order

First page -

Press to change to the next page -

Press to change to the next page -
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4.2.6 Instrument page content
Engine

 Engine Speed

 Oil Pressure

 Coolant Temperature

 Engine Battery Volts

 Run Time

 Fuel Level

…..

Generator

 Generator Voltage (ph-N)

 Generator Voltage (ph-ph)

 Generator Frequency

 Generator Current

 Generator Earth Current

 Generator Load (kW)

 Generator Load Capacity (kVA)

 Generator Power Factor

 Generator Load (kVAr)

…..

Mains

 Mains Voltage (ph-N)

 Mains Voltage (ph-ph)

 Mains Frequency

About

 Module Type

 Application Version

4.2.7 Automatic mode of operation
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Activate atuo mode by pressing the pushbutton. An LED indictor beside the button confirms

this action.

Auto mode will allow the generator to operate fully automatically, starting and stopping as required
with no user intervention.

4.2.8 DSE7320 accessing the front panel configuration editor
 Ensure the engine is at rest and the module is in STOP mode by pressing the

Stop/Reset button.

 Press the Stop/Reset and Info buttons simultaneously, the icon is
displayed.

 Press the button, the icon is displayed.

Editing a parameter

 Press the left or right buttons to cycle to the section you wish to view/change.


 Press the up or down buttons to select the parameter you wish to
view/change within the currently selected section.

 To edit the parameter, press to enter edit mode. The parameter begins to flash to
indicate that you are editing the value.

 Press the up or down buttons to change the parameter to the required value.

 Press to save the value. The parameter ceases flashing to indicate that it has been
saved.

 To exit the editor at any time, press and hold the button.
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4.2.9 DSE7320 detailed in the configuration tables:
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Section Parameter as shown on display Factory Settings
GENERATOR Generator Under Voltage Shutdown 184V

Generator Under Voltage Pre Alarm 196V
Generator Voltage Nominal 230V
Generator Over Voltage Pre Alarm 265V
Generator Over Voltage Shutdown 277V
Generator Under Frequency Shutdown 40Hz
Generator Under Frequency Pre Alarm 42Hz
Generator Frequency Nominal 50Hz
Generator Over Frequency Pre Alarm 55Hz
Generator Over Frequency Shutdown 57Hz
Full Load Rating 500A
Kw Overload Trip 100%
Delayed Over Current Active
Delayed Over Current 100%
AC System 3Phase,4Wire
CT Primary 600A
CT Secondary 5A
Earth CT Primary 500A
Earth Fault Trip Inactive
Earth Fault Trip 10%
Generator Transient Delay 0s

Section Parameter as shown on display Factory Settings
MAINS Mains Under Voltage Trip 184V

Mains Over Voltage Trip 276V
Mains Under Frequency Trip 45Hz
Mains Over Frequency Trip 55Hz
Mains Transient Delay 2s
Return Delay 30s
Mains Transfer Time 0.7s

TIMERS LCD Page Timer 5m
Auto Scroll Delay 3s
Start Delay Timer 5s
Pre Heat Timer 0s
Crank Duration Timer 10s
Crank Rest Timer 10s
Safety On Delay 10s
Smoke Limiting 0s
Smoke Limiting Off 0s
Warm Up Timer 0s
Cool Down Timer 1m
Speed Over shoot Delay 2s
Fail To Stop Delay 30s
Battery voltage Low Warning Delay 1m
Battery Voltage High Warning Delay 1m
Return Delay 30s
Generator Transient Delay 0s
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4.3 Other control system
According to the different needs of customers, we provides control system such as: DSE702 (key

starts), DSE8610 (parallel unit control system)...Please contact us for further operation method of
using these control.
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5 Gensets Maintenance
5.1 Diesel engine maintenance
5.1.1 Cooling system

All MPMC’s standard diesel generator sets are equipped with recycles water cooling system with
fan. The whole system basically includes the following parts:

 Water pump
 Water pipe in engine body and gasket
 Thermostat
 Bypass pipe between thermostat and water pump
 Radiator
 Pipes and hose
 Oil cooler
In some nonstandard generator sets, such as separate radiator gensets, the radiator will be

replaced by heat exchanger, expansion tank or remote water tank. If the remote water tank is installed
in a high position, the transition bank needs to be added to avoid the damage of heat exchanger
caused by the high internal pressure, meanwhile, all series of MPMC’s generator sets can add coolant
filter which can:

1) Stop the impurity into the coolant and avoid the scale forming in the cooling system;
2) Improve the antirust protection capacity of the coolant
The dunghill on the surface of the radiator can reduce the cooling capacity largely. So it is

necessary to wash the radiator and keep it clean always.

1. Coolant

Coolant has three functions:
1) Supply enough heat exchange capacity
2) Stop the rusting of the whole cooling system
3) Offer enough anti-frost protection
Coolant can be either mixture of water and antirust or mixture of water and antifreeze. The PH

data of water should be 6-8, so we suggest choosing pure water. Pls do not use water only for coolant.
In cold climate, the coolant should contain 40%-60% of antifreeze. When the proportion of

antifreeze is 40%, the freezing point can reduce to -25Centigrade. When the proportion is 60%, the
freezing point can reach to -56Centigrade. We suggest customer to choose 50% antifreeze (glycol)
and 50% pure water as coolant and well mix them outside before fill into the radiator.

More than 60% antifreeze is not recommended because it will reduce the anti-freezing protect
capacity. Glycol is the first choice of antifreeze.

Antifreeze content:

Temperature: -5℃ -25℃ -40℃ -56℃
Proportion: 40% 40% 50% 60%
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In warm climate above frozen point, the coolant should be mixture of antirust fluid instead of
antifreeze. The best proportion of antirust and water is around 1:30, which will have antirust function
and without influence of cooling of generator. After fill the coolant, start the machine to heat the engine
and make the antirust distribute uniformity inside the engine. The diethylene glycol is recommended
antirust.
IMPORTANT! Do not mix any kind of antifreeze and

antirust fluid together which will form lots
of bubble and reduce the cooling capacity.

IMPORTANT! Forbid to use Alcohol in cooling system.
DANGEROUS! Antifreeze and antirust fluid is dangerous

for human. Do not drink it. Don’t leave chance to
them to touch skin and eyes. Operate according
to the package instruction.

2. Coolant effluent

Before long term storage of generator sets, pls drain away the coolant. Make sure the machine is
closed and cool down before this operation. Generally required to drain away all of the coolant in
radiator, engine body, water pump (if have outlet), oil cooler (if have outlet), coolant heater (if have
outlet), water filter. The different engine model has different water outlet position.

3, Coolant replacing

Coolant need to be replaced per half a year at least to avoid the deposition in cooling system. The
other important reason to replace the coolant is avoid the increasing rust which may affect the additive
validity and damage the water temperature sensor.

IMPORTANT! When replacing the coolant, rinse the whole
system by clean water. Only when the water
flushed out is clean enough, and then starts
to fill new coolant.

WARNING! Make sure the engine is stopped and completely
cool down before this operation. Unless
emergency, do not open the water fill-in gap
when the engine temperature is still high.
Otherwise the steam or high temperature
coolant may spout out.

Pls pay attention to the following items when add the coolant:
1) Don’t fill too fast, avoid the bubble isolation.
2) The liquid level should be located 5cm under the fill port plug welding point. After filling, pls start
and pre-heat the machine. Meanwhile inspect the liquid level.

IMPORTANT: Keep the same content coolant as former.
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4. Clean the radiator exterior

Dismantle the protection cover of the radiator. Wash the radiator with clean water and neutral
detergent. Choose the soft brush as tool. Be careful, do not damage the heat sink.

IMPORTANT: Do not use the high-pressure water pipe to clean the radiator.

5.1.2 Lubricating system
1. Lubrication oil

The main function of lubrication oil is supply the long lasting protection oil film between moving
parts of diesel engine to reduce the attrition and abrasion. Meanwhile, it can prevent the corrosion in
the parts surfaces. Cylinders in high temperature and bearing are heavily reliant on the lubrication oil
film. Lubrication oil is also a very important coolant for lots of engine parts.
Pls choose suitable lubrication oil described in the following table:

IMPORTANT! Do not start or operate the engine when
open the cap of oil, avoid the spraying.
IMPORTANT! Using the lubricant which doesn’t meet

the Specifications may lead to the mis-
operation and reliability deterioration.

IMPORTANT! Using the wrong type or low grade lubricant
will cause the warranty unavailable.

WARNING! Mix different specifications or
different brands of lubricants is forbidden.

2. Lubrication oil and oil filter replacing

Renewal of oil must comply with the recommended
change interval. While replacing the oil,
do replace the oil filter.
1) Pump extracts lubricant;
2) Clean filter mount, avoiding the dirt into
the engine when install the new filter.

IMPORTANT! Hot lubricant will hurt the skin, Pls avoid to touch it.
3) Turn off the bottom plug, drain off the lubricant; Screw the bottom plug, replace the filter.
4) Fill lubricant into the new filter. Coat some lubricant in the gasket, screw the filter to the engine

by hand until gasket touches the base, and then tighten more half circle.
6) Add the lubrication to suitable level
7) Start the generator, check if the oil pressure is normal, and any leak around the filter.

IMPORTANT! Add the lubrication and make sure the level is between the Max and Min mark.

Lub.Oil grade standard
Viscosity

index

D5，D4

CE，CF

CF-4，CG-4

CCMC

API

API

SEA

SEA

SEA

Remark:
CCMC - Euro Luboil Quality standard
APT- American Petroleum Institute Quality
standard
SEA - standard from Society of Automotive
Engineers for temperature / viscosity.
Like15w/40 etc…

http://www.api.org/
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5.1.3 Fuel system

Please choose the qualified fuel according to the following instruction. Please make sure of the
cleanness when refueling and fuel system operation. Any work involving injection pump or injector
need to be carried out by a professional technician. Otherwise, the engine warranty will expire!

WARNING! When operating in the fuel system, you must make sure that the engine has cooled
down. Fuel spilled on hot surfaces or electrical components may cause a fire.

The fuel system of standard configuration generator, including the main components: the base
tank, fuel pump, fuel oil filter, manual oil pump , fuel injectors and related pipeline.

1. Fuel specification.

Choosing the recommended fuel is vital important for environment and reliability of operation.
Fuel should conform to Chinese and International commercial oil standards, Such as:
-- EN590 (according to China nation environment and cooling requirements)
-- ASTM-D975-No 1-D, 2-D
-- JIS KK2204
Sulfur content: According to the laws of the different countries, if the sulfur content exceeds 0.5%

of the total weight, it should be appropriate to shorten the oil change interval.
Customer must use the fuel recommended in the operating manual. For diesel engines, the use of

low quality fuel may render the control rod cement and over-speed rotation of the engine, resulting
generator sets damage or serious personal injury. Poor quality fuel will shorten the maintenance cycle,
increasing maintenance costs; reduce the service life of the unit normal.

For Chinese users who are not in frost areas, it is recommended using 0# light diesel. In other
areas, pls chose better quality diesel with low temperature resistance.

IMPORTANT! There is a risk of fire and explosion
when refueling, no smoking.

IMPORTANT! Do not let the fuel overflow, seal the
fuel cap safety.

The water in the fuel can cause corrosion to metal parts
of the fuel system, and make bacteria and micro-organisms
grow in the tank easily, leading to the filter blocking.
Further more, in the cold weather water will freeze and influence
normal working of the fuel system. The particulate impurities may block the key part like fuel pump,
then impact the normal fuel supply /or damage generator.

When the generator sets keep long time working or the fuel moisture content is relatively large, it
is recommended to install oil-water separator by the final user.

All model generators of SRP can add oil-water separator according to customer’s requirements.
Oil-water separator is not the standard configuration. User could list this special requirement when
ordering generator.

IMPORTANT! Must be sure that no water or any other impurities in the fuel into the engine.

2. Replace the fuel filter

Keep it clean! Do not let any dirt into the fuel system.

WARNING! To avoid fuel spilled on the hot surface and cause a fire, replacing the fuel filter
must be carried out in the cooler conditions.
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1) Remove the filter. Coat a little oil on the new filter gasket. Hand screw on the filter so that the
gasket and seat contact. Then tighten more semi-circle, do not screwed more. Exhaust air from the
fuel system.

2) Start the machine, check for leaks.

3. The fuel injection pump

The fuel injection pumps used in our diesel generator sets are of superior quality and reliable
performance, which can ensure long term operation.

4. Nozzle

The function of the nozzle is:
To equally distribute fuel for reliable ignition and combustion
--To directly inject the fuel into the combustion chamber, and to provide the best mix of fuel and air.

The injection pressure can be adjusted by the spring in advance.

5. Exhaust system

If there is air in the fuel system, it may affect the generator sets normal start and running. The air
exhaust of the fuel system can be processed according to the following method:

Check and make sure that there is no loose with fuel line connector. Loosen the exhaust screw on
the fuel filter, press the manual pump until no bubbles in the overflowed fuel, then tighten the screw.
Pump the fuel 15-20 times continually, check the leaks.

5.1.4 Intake and exhaust system
1. The air intake system

The air intake system is an extremely important part of the engine installation. It has a direct and
important impact for power output, fuel consumption, air exhaust and service life of the engine. The
design and installation of the air intake system must guarantee that the engine can have clean and dry
cold air with minimal resistance, and have reliable ventilation and durability.

The intake system is mainly composed of the following parts:
--Intake pipe
--Air filter
Wherein the installation position of the intake pipe has the following requirements:
---Dust concentrations is as little as possible
---The temperature is as closer as possible to the ambient
---Water or other substances can not enter

1-exhaust screw 2- manual fuel pump
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Must avoid the intake of exhaust air and hot air into the intake system
The design and installation of the intake system should guarantee the fuel burning, engine body

cooling and generator room ventilation.
Our series diesel generator sets are fitted with dry paper 

type air filter which comes with a resistance indicator that can 
indicate the blockage of the filter. Every time before starting 
the machine, please check the resistance indicator. When 
you see the red flag is completely exposed from the window, 
please replace the air filter immediately. The old filter
should be replaced for scrap processing and can not be re-use any more.

WARNING! When replacing the air filter, be careful to avoid the dirt drop into the air intake
system.

2. Exhaust system

The design and installation of the exhaust system should consider the following aspects:
--To ensure that the back pressure of the entire exhaust system is not higher than the allowable

value.
--Support the exhaust system and avoid the exhaust manifold and turbocharger pressed by

longitudinal and lateral force.
--Reserved extra space for thermal expansion and contraction (especially when the exhaust pipe

is over 10 meters in length, the extra space should be determined by computing the telescoping
amount and take the appropriate installation measures)

--Enough space for vibration
--Reduce exhaust noise

IMPORTANT! The back pressure of the exhaust system must be kept within a predetermined
limit.

Standard back pressure data and the calculation method of the exhaust backpressure can be
consulted from our agency or contact us directly.

High back pressure may cause:
--Output power loss
--Fuel economy deterioration
--Exhaust temperature rising
Our series generator sets choose heavy-duty industry silencer which works to absorb noise

through sound absorption bush fitted inside the muffler, and the reduction of noise range is wide.
Plus the back pressure value of muffler and exhaust pipe to get the back pressure value of the

whole system.
If install more than one unit generator sets, do not share one exhaust flue for these units.
Use the bellows pipe to separate the exhaust pipe and turbocharger which has three functions:
--Isolate the vibration and weight of the exhaust duct from the engine.
--Compensate the thermal expansion of the exhaust duct.
--Compensate the side-sway of the pendulum movement when generator sets startup and

shutdown, if the generator sets are mounted on anti-vibration base.

WARNING! Rain or condensation water into the diesel engine will cause serious damage.
Therefore, install a waterspout in the long exhaust pipes and the position should
be as close as possible to the diesel engine.
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5.2 Alternator maintenance

5.2.1 Inspection before start
1. Earthing

The alternator is unearthed from the factory, and it must be properly earthed according to the site
regulations.

DANGER! Incorrect earthing and protection will result in loss of life and personal injury.
2. Reconnection

Most alternators can be re-wired to have different output voltages. For the reconnection method,
please refer to “Alternator installation and maintenance manual”. Before changing the voltage, check
whether other components are suitable for new voltage, such as power-off switch, current
transformers, cables and ammeter, voltmeter, etc.

3. Insulation check

When start the generator sets which is not working for a long time, first of all, check the resistance
of the generator coil. In this case, the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and all control lines should be
disconnected. Disconnect the wiring between midpoint and ground, measure the resistance between
the terminal and the ground with a 500v megger of similar instrument. The insulation resistance of
machine-to-ground should be more than 2MΩ. If the data is less than 2 MΩ, the drying treatment must
be done to the coil.

Detailed test steps can refer to “Alternator installation and maintenance manual”.
5.2.2 Maintenance considerations:
It is recommended that the user do regular inspection and cleaning to the generator and all

attachments.
Test the coil insulation before the first use as per the steps which are mentioned in “Alternator

installation and maintenance manual”. If the alternator will be stored for long period, please inspect the
winding coil insulation every 3-6 months according to the local humidity. It is recommended that in the
high humidity areas, the user can install the space heater to keep the alternator dry. This will be helpful
to reduce the failure rate and ensure the normal service life.

The alternator inside and outside should be cleaned on a regular basis, and the clean frequency
depends on the local environment. When clean the alternator, follow these steps: cut off all the power,
wipe all of the dust, dirt, grease, water and any liquid, also the ventilation net. Because once these
things drop into the coil, the overheating or insulation destruction will happen. It is better to clean the
dust and dirt by vacuum sweeper. Do not use the inflatable or high pressure water jet.

The “Alternator installation and maintenance manual” provides more detailed maintenance
information and guidance to find fault.

WARNING! Incorrect installation, operation, maintenance or replacement of parts will result in
death or serious injury or damage to the equipment. The service personnel must
have qualifications of the electrical and mechanical service.

DANGER! Electric shock can cause serious injury or even death.

IMPORTANT! During the electrical wiring, it is strictly forbidden to connect the ground line
and generator midline directly.
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5.3 Battery instruction and maintenance

WARNING! There is a danger of fire and explosion.

Open frame or sparks are forbidden near the battery.

WARNING! Never mistake the positive and negative
terminals of the battery, otherwise it will
lead to sparks and explosions

WARNING! The battery electrolyte contains extremely
corrosive sulfuric acid. During the maintenance
of battery, the operator should wear acid
resistant aprons and wear a mask or
protective goggles. When add the electrolyte,
please slow down and prevent against splashing. Once the electrolyte is
accidentally splashed on the skin or clothing, wash immediately with plenty of water.

5.3.1 Connect and disconnect

First, connect the red wire (+) to the battery positive pole (+), then connect the black wire (-) to the
battery negative pole (-).

When disconnect the battery, disconnect the negative pole (-) (black wire) firstly, and then
disconnect the positive pole (+) (red wire).

5.3.2 Cleanup

Keep the battery dry and clean. Oxides and dirt on the battery and terminals will cause a short
circuit, the voltage drop and the discharge, particularly in wet weather. Clean the battery terminals and
cables with a brass brush to remove the oxides. Tighten the cable connector and coat with a protective
grease or Vaseline at the joints.

5.3.3 The battery charging

SRP series generator sets are equipped with maintenance-free battery and battery float
charger on the control panel. If the generator sets are not used for a long time or first starting, the user
should measure the battery voltage. If the voltage is too low, the user should charge the battery with
the battery float charger.

The power supply of battery float charger is standard single phase mains voltage (AC220v). Its
main function is to avoid the excessive discharge when the generator sets is not used for a long time
which will cause the battery damage or start failure. The user only needs to connect the AC220V single
phase mains with the controller connection terminal, no need to add any other battery charger. The
advantage is that the user only need to connect the power supply correctly and there is no need to do
any additional maintenance of battery. Moreover, due to its unique way of charging and
comprehensive protection of over-current and over-voltage, it will not cause any damage to the battery
when charging with the standard AC220V voltage. When generator sets start successfully, the electric
control system will disconnect the float circuit automatically. This plays a better protective effect on the
charger and the battery at the same time.

5.4 Heater
There are three types of heaters for generator sets:
---Water jacket heater: It is used to heat the coolant automatically when the heater is connected with
single phase state power correctly. When the generator sets is in standby mode, the device can
automatically detect the coolant temperature and start to heat once the temperature is below the set
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limit. Until the temperature is raised to about 50 centigrade, it will automatically stop heating. The
water jacket heater must be installed for possible icy area. The power of the heater is 220V AC mains.

NOTE: Be sure to stop the water jacket heater during the generator sets operation. Otherwise it
may burn out. We have already designed the control functions for our installed
heaters which can make sure the power automatically cut off when the generator sets
start to work.

NOTE: The manual maintenance valve on the heater pipeline should be open.

---Anti-condensation heater: When the generator sets are used in the high ambient humidity, the
anti-condensation heater needs to be installed in the alternator to avoid the insulation performance
reduction caused by the internal condensation. Generally the power supply is generator battery.

---Oil heater. It is used to heat the lubrication oil when the Oil Heater is connected with 220V Single
phase state power. When the generator sets is in standby mode, the device can automatically detects
the oil temperature and start to heat once the temperature is below the set limit. Until the temperature
is raised to about 40 centigrade, it will automatically stop heating. The lubrication heater must be
installed for extremely cold area. The power of the heater is 220V state power.
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6 Maintenance Plan
Correct maintenance is the necessary protection for long-term trouble-free operation and normal

power supply. Therefore, all users should maintain the diesel generator sets according to the following
steps and content.

Note: The maintenance content for different types of generator sets may be slightly different.
This section is for reference only. For more details, please refer to the “Engine
operation manual” and “Alternator installation and maintenance manual”.

6.1 Routine maintenance
6.1.1 Before each start

1. Clean the surface
2. Check the coolant level
The coolant level should be as close as possible to 3cm below flap welding surface, and it is not
recommended to add too much.

3. Check appearance of radiator core and intercooler.
If the radiator and intercooler is too dirty, please remove the protection device and wish it with a
low concentration of detergent. Please be careful not to spoil the sheet above.

WARNING! Do not use high-pressure water to rinse and Install it correctly once finish
washing.

4. Check the air filter blockage.
If the clogging indicator is in the red zone, please replace the filter immediately when the
generator stops. After replacing, press the red button to reset the indicator. The replaced filter
does not allow reuse.

IMPORTANT! If the generator sets have been kept on working, the filter should be checked
every 8 working hours. Before the indicator shows in the red area, do not move it.

5. Check the lubrication oil level.

IMPORTANT! Make sure the oil level is between the maximum and minimum of the dipstick
scale value.

Check the oil level every 8 working hours if the generator set continuous working.

IMPORTANT! The used filter can not be reused!

6. Check whether the control system electrical connection is loose or not.

6.1.2 After running

1. Carefully check and tighten the rotating parts bolts, especially the connecting bolts of fuel pump,
water pump, pulley and fun, and tighten the anchor bolts.

2. Check fluid (coolant, fuel, oil) leakage, clean-up if necessary.
3. Exclude the simple breakdown and irregularities in operation.
4. Clean up the dust on the air filter element.
5. Check the lubrication level; if necessary, add equal quality oil which can meet the technical

requirements.
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6. Check the coolant level; if necessary, add some pure water.
7. Check whether the electrical connection of the control system is loose or not.
8. Comprehensively clean the surface of the whole generator sets.

6.2 Every 200-400 working hours
Besides the above maintenance projects, add the following:
1. Check if the battery is abnormal.
2. Check the filters (water, oil, fuel); replace it if necessary.
3. Check and adjust fan belt tightness.
4. If necessary, add or replace the coolant in radiator and engine body.
5. Check if the wiring thread of the alternator and electric control parts is solid.
6. Replace the oil.

IMPORTANT! After the first 50 working hours running of a new generator set, do replace all of
the oil and filters (The oil grade is not lower than the API-CE standard)

7. Replace the oil filter and bypass filter.
Use special tools to remove the filter. Ensure that full fill the oil to the new filter to drain the air, and
then screw it on by hand, once come into contact with the gasket, tighten 3/4 turn more. Start the
generator sets and check whether there is leakage.

8. Replace the air filter
9. Replace the fuel filter
Use special tools to remove the fuel filter. Lubricate the liner and screw the new filter full-filled of
clean diesel. Once come into contact with the gasket, screw 1-2 turns more.

Be careful! Can not have any dust entering the fuel system.

WARNING! The fuel filters can be replaced after the generator set has cooled completely, in
order to avoid fire caused by diesel spilled into the drain pipe.

10. Check and adjust the valve clearance (different engines have different schedule of valve clearance
adjustment, Please refer to “Engine operation manual”)

6.3 Every 800 working hours
1. If possible, thoroughly remove the accumulated sludge in the diesel tap.
2. Check if there is any leakage in the inlet/outlet pipe of the turbocharger.
3. Check if there is any damage of the pipe connection fasteners, if necessary, replace and fasten the
new ones.

4. Check the fuel injection pressure and atomization, if necessary, clean the injector coupled parts,
re-adjust the fuel injection pressure; replace the default fuel injector nozzle.

5. Check and adjust the fuel injection pump advance angle, replace the injection pump oil.
6. Clean the fuel tank and pipes.
7. Clean the oil pan, oil filter.
8. Inspect and tight rod bolts, main bearing bolts, cylinder head bolts.
9. Check the battery electrolyte, if necessary, add some.
10. Check proofread instrument.
11. Check and adjust the excitation circuit.

6.4 Every 1200 working hours
1. Complete all of the checking works of every 800 working hours.
2. Check and adjust valve clearance (different engines have different schedule of valve clearance
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adjustment, Please refer to “Engine operation manual”).

IMPORTANT! Stop the generator set when checking.

6.5 Per 2500hours or as needed
1. Complete all works of every 1200hours.
2. Check the injection nozzle.
The tightening torque of injection nozzle is 50N.m, for turning it is 15-20N.m. If necessary, replace
the nozzle.

IMPORTANT! Just the professionally trained qualified engineers and technicians can check
the injection system.

3. Check the turbocharger work situation and do a comprehensive inspection of diesel engine and its
accessories by professional engineer.
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7. Troubleshooting Guide
7.1 Diesel engine
1. Engine start failure

Reason:

A) Lack of battery charging

B) Control circuit poor contact/circuit

break

C) Control module failure

D) Start relays failure

E) Start motor failure

F) Any malfunction of the start circuit

Approach:

A) Charging up accumulator, replace accumulator if

necessary.

B) Exclude any disconnection/poor contact failure,

check connector oxidation and change it if

necessary. Clean oxide on the surface.

C) Replace the control module

D) Replace the starter relay

E) Contact with authorized personnel

F) Check all the other parts of the start circuit.

2. Engine start difficult or can not start, exhaust pipe smoke

Reason:

A) Start motor speed is too low

B) Fuel relay failure

C) Wrong use of the cold start device

D) Fuel filter blockage

E) Air exist in the fuel system

F) Suction fuel duct blockage

G) Air intake system blockage

H) Water in fuel

I) Use the wrong type or brand of the fuel

J) Injection pump inlet and return pipe

connector is loose

K) Fuel pump failure

L) Fuel supply timing wrong

M) Valve timing wrong

N) Exhaust duct obstruction

Approach:

A) Refer to “can not start the engine” section.

B) Repair /replace the fuel relay.

C) View the user book to check how to operate the

cold start system.

D) Replace the fuel filter

E) Vent the air from fuel filter

F) Clean the duct

G) Clean the intake system

H) Replace the fuel and install the oil-water

separator.

I) Replace the fuel and try to start the engine

J) Tighten the pipe connector.

K) Check /repair fuel pump, if necessary, replace it.

L) Check fuel injection pump data and adjust.

M) Adjust to the required data

N) Inspect the exhaust pipe is blocked or not.
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3. Engine start difficult or can not start, exhaust pipe no smoke.

Reason:
A) No oil in the fuel tank
B) Stop solenoid failure
C) Fuel delay failure
D) No oil spray from injector

E) Oil pump suction pipe joints loose

F) Fuel filter blocking or suction tube
obstruction

G) Intake or exhaust system obstruction
H) Fuel pump failure

I) Injector hole obstruction

Approach:
A) Add fuel
B) Check electromagnet, replace it if necessary.
C) Repair /Replace the fuel relay.
D) Loose the injection pump hose, start the engine

at the same time, check whether the fuel
overflow

E) Tighten all of the filters pipe joints between the
fuel tank and fuel pump.

F) Replace fuel filter, Check the fuel hose
non-blocking

G) Check the intake and exhaust system has
non-blocking

H) Check/repair fuel pump, replace it if necessary.
I) Check/ clean or replace the fuel injector

4. Engine can start but can not keep running

Reason:
A) Air exist in the fuel system
B) Fuel relay failure
C) Fuel system leak or blockage
D) Fuel filter blockage
E) Using the wrong type or grade of fuel
F) Water in fuel

G) Intake system blocking

Approach:
A) Vent the air out from the fuel system
B) Repair/replace the fuel relay
C) Check the fuel line
D) Replace fuel filter
E) Replace the fuel
F) Replace the fuel and install the oil-water

separator
G) Clean intake line

5. Black smoke

Reason:
A) intake /exhaust system blocking

B) injector fault
C) cold start system failure
D) using wrong type or brand of fuel
E) exhaust duct obstruction

F) wrong valve clearance
G) return pipe blocking

Approach:
A) Check intake /exhaust system have a

non-blocking
B) Check/adjust or replace injector
C) Check the start system
D) Replace the fuel
E) Check the exhaust pipe is blocked or not, check

the pipe size is correct or not.
F) Adjust the valve clearance
G) Check the return line non-blocking
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6. Take the blue smoke or white smoke

Reason:

A) Using the wrong type of lubricant

B) Cold start system malfunction

C) Excessive engine lubrication oil

D) Turbocharger seals and bearing wear

E) Using the wrong type or grade of fuel

F) Go over the engine overhaul deadline

G) Water leak of the cylinder head

Approach:

A) Replace the lubrication oil and filters and make

sure to choose the correct type of oil.

B) Install the cold start device, inspect, repair or

replace it if necessary.

C) Check the oil level

D) Repair /replace turbocharger

E) Replace fuel

F) Engine overhaul

G) Inspect cylinder head and gasket, replace it if

necessary.

7. Engine can not reach to rated speed

Reason:

A) Overloaded too much

B) Tachometer mistake

C) Suction tube obstruction

D) Government failure or improper settings

E) Government mix speed is set too low

F) Water in fuel

Approach:

 Reduce the load

 Check the speed by handheld or digital

tachometer

 Check the inlet non-blocking, replace it if

necessary.

 Check/adjust the governor

 Check/adjust the governor

 Replace the fuel, install oil-water separator

8. Engine can not be shut down

Reason:

H) Poor contact / open circuit

I) Controller stop button failure

J) Stop solenoid failure

K) Fuel return pipe blocking

Approach:

1. Exclude any disconnection /poor contact failure,

inspect the connector for oxidation, and clean it if

necessary.

2. Replace/repair controller stop button

3. Check /replace the stop solenoid

4. Check the return pipe non-blocking, distorting or

depression.
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9. Engine output power shortage

Reason:
 Overload too much
 Decline of power caused by high

altitude
 High ambient temperature

 Fuel duct obstruction
 Intake or exhaust system blocking
 Air exist in fuel – air bubbles in fuel

system
 Return pipe blocked or the fuel tank

with poor ventilation
 Using the wrong type or grade of fuel
 Injection pump failure

Approach:
A) Reduce the load
B) Correct the power output when the altitude is

more than 1000meters.
C) Correct the power output when the temperature

is over 40Centigrade
D) Inspect the fuel system non-blocking
E) Inspect the air intake and exhaust system have a

non-blocking
F) Vent the air from fuel, tighten the pipe connector

and filter.
G) Check the fuel return system had non-blocking
H) Replace the fuel
I) Check /replace the fuel injection pump

10. Low oil pressure

Reason:
1. lubricants bit inappropriate

2. oil pressure meter /sensor failure
3. wrong oil grade
4. oil filter blocking

Approach:
J) Check for lubricant leaks. Add or emission

lubricants.
K) Check the oil pressure meter /sensor
L) Replace oil, choose the correct grade
M) Replace the oil filter

11. High water temperature

Reason:
O) Coolant level is too low
P) The radiator is blocked or damaged

Q) Radiator hose depression or
obstruction

R) Fan drive belt slack

S) Lubricants bit inappropriate

T) Thermometer failure

U) Water temperature sensor failure
V) Fan damaged
W) Water pipe obstruction

Approach:
A) Add coolant
B) Clean the radiator according to the instruction,

repair it if necessary.
C) Check the hose, replace if necessary.

D) Check the tension of the belt, tight if necessary.
E) Add or emission lubricants. Check the oil dipstick

scale.
F) Inspect/repair the water temperature meter.

Replace if necessary.
G) Check /repair the water temperature sensor
H) Replace the fan
I) Check and clean the water pipes
J) Check/repair the water pump
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X) Water pump failure
Y) Thermostat failure

K) Check/repair the thermostat

12. Engine running is unstable

Reason:
 Fuel pipe obstruction
 Fuel pump failure
 Fuel filter is dirty
 Governor is set incorrectly
 Injector failure
 Fuel tank ventilation blocked
 Air exist in fuel system
 Air filter blocked
 Valve clearance is incorrect
 Lubricants excessive, or use the wrong

grade/brand of oil.

Approach:
a) Check /replace the fuel pipe
b) Check/repair fuel pump, replace if necessary
c) Replace the fuel filter
d) Adjust /replace governor
e) Check /adjust or replace injector
f) Clean-up / install the ventilation tube
g) Vent the air from fuel
h) Clean /replace air filter
i) Inspect /adjust valve clearance
j) Check /adjust the amount of oil or replace it.

13. Engine vibration

Reason:
 Injector fault
 The governor is set incorrectly
 Engine assembly fault
 Injection pump failure
 Flywheel housing, flywheel concentricity

doesn’t meet the requirements

Approach:
A) Check /repair injector
B) Adjust / replace governor
C) Contact with authorized personnel
D) Contact with agency to repair the pump
E) Contact with agency

7.2 Alternator
1. No voltage output when running

A. Check the connection of AVR F1-F2 is correct and reliable.
B. Check the outlet is correct
C. Check the remanence voltage, magnetized if necessary
D. Check the fuse in control box is normal

2. Output voltage is instable

A. Check the speed of the unit is stable.
B. Check the settings of AVR is correct

3. Output voltage is too high

A. Check whether the engine speed is too high or not.
B. Check/ adjust the settings of AVR

4. No-load voltage is too low
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A. Check the engine speed is too low
B. Check the settings of AVR

5. Load voltage is too low

A. Check the engine speed
B. Check whether it is overloaded or not.
C. Check/ adjust the settings of AVR

7.3 Electric control
1. Generator sets don’t start when press down the start button.

A. Check whether any loose happened in the circuit or not, whether the controller is good or not.
B. Check any malfunction indication, repair the faults and reset the corresponding fault information.
C. Check that the emergency stop button is relaxed.
D. Check the battery voltage. If the voltage is too low, recharge the battery to full. If the voltage is

normal, please check whether the voltage signal is sent to every control units step by step
according to the circuit diagram, such as the throttle solenoid valve and starting motor etc…

2. Generator sets can not start even the start motor is workable

A. Check the fuel level and ensure that the tubing is properly connected
B. Check the fuel relay abnormal
C. Check the fuel delivery system if there is air and clogged
D. Check the air filter is blocked or not
E. In cold regions, ensure the machine is preheated before starting.

3. High water temperature fault alarm/shutdown

A. Check whether it is overloaded
B. Check the radiator is blocked
C. Check the fan belt tightness
D. Check the coolant level after the machine is completely cooled down.
E. Check whether the water temperature sensor is damaged or not
F. Check whether the thermostat valve is correctly opened
G. Check whether the gap between the pump and radiator is correct.
H. Confirm the temperature of the generator room is not higher than 40 centigrade

4. Low oil pressure alarm / shutdown

A. Check the oil level
B. Check the oil pressure sensor is damaged
C. Check the oil filter and duct is not blocked
D. Check the oil quality and viscosity
E. Check the oil temperature

5. Over speed shutdown

A. Check the setting of the overspeed protection in the controller, adjust if impropriety
B. For mechanical type governor, inspect the throttle lever is flexible and ensure proper regulation.
C. For electrical type governor, check the settings of the governor and adjust if necessary.
D. reset the alarm signal on the screen after troubleshooting.
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6. High voltage alarm

A. Check the high voltage protection limit setting in the controller, adjust if impropriety.
B. Measure the actual value of the output voltage
C. Confirm that the display instrument is no deviation
D. If the actual voltage is too high, check and adjust the AVR following the steps.
E. Confirm the speed /frequency is normal
F. If the actual voltage is normal, check the voltage display circuit.

7. Low voltage alarm

A. Check the low voltage protection limit setting in the controller, adjust if impropriety.
B. Measure the actual value of the output voltage
C. Confirm that the display instrument is no deviation
D. If the actual voltage is too low, check and adjust the AVR following the steps.
E. Confirm the speed /frequency is normal
F. If the actual voltage is normal, check the voltage display circuit.
G. Confirm the load changes slightly when an alarm occurs
H. Ensure that the generator sets is not overload working

8. In automatic mode, the generator sets can not start up automatically

A. Check the connection between generator sets and ATS is correct
B. Confirm the ATS converter switch is not in “AUTO” position
C. Confirm the ATS control wire is not loose
D. Check whether the fuel relay is normal, replace if necessary

9. In automatic mode, the generator sets can not shutdown automatically

A. Confirm the utility is completely back to normal
B. Confirm it is still in the set time of automatically shutdown delay
C. Check the fuel relay is normal, replace if necessary
D. Check the stop solenoid is normal, replace if necessary




